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A B S T R A C T

The Emerge event, held in Tempe, AZ in March 2012, brought together a range of scientists,

artists, futurists, engineers and students in order to experiment with innovative methods

for thinking about the future. These methodological techniques were tested through nine

workshops, each of which made use of a different format; Emerge as a whole, then, offered

an opportunity to study a diverse set of future-oriented engagement practices. We

conducted an event ethnography, in which a team of 11 researchers collaboratively

developed accounts of the practices at play within Emerge and its workshops. In this article

we discuss findings from this ethnography, using our data both to describe the techniques

used within Emerge and to analyse key patterns which occurred around those techniques.

As we close we reflect on the implications of these findings for practice, suggesting ways in

which our results can help hone the tools and techniques of future studies.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

How can we think about – and make decisions regarding – the future? Answers to this question are never innocent: as
Sardar (2010a) has argued, even naming the process by which we study and imagine futures brings with it a host of often
invisible assumptions. Asking how we can deliberate futures is even more problematic. Processes of deliberation involve
multiple perspectives and voices joined together in ‘‘debate and discussion’’ (Chambers, 2003, 309). As Selin (2011) and a
number of other scholars have pointed out, deliberating the future (and, specifically, potential technological futures) is in the
best of circumstances difficult: technological trajectories incorporate a host of profound uncertainties, impact diverse and at
times incommensurable epistemic cultures, and frequently lack coherent and focused ‘problems’ or issues around which
debate can occur (Sardar, 2010b; cf Marres, 2007). Attention is increasingly turning, then, to innovative methods by which
diverse perspectives can be brought together so as to interrogate the directions that technology is taking and explore the
futures they may embody and enable. Guston and Sarewitz (2002) have proposed ‘Real Time Technology Assessment’ as a
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means of enhancing reflexivity in the innovation system. Macnaghten, Kearnes, and Wynne (2005) have similarly argued for
the funding and implementation of widespread ‘upstream public engagement’, in which conventional forms of risk
assessment would be ‘‘integrated with wider social and political questions about purposes, alternative scientific trajectories,
ownership, control, and responsibility’’ (p.282). From the foresight community, Candy (2010) has developed the notion of
‘experiential scenarios’ to highlight how simulating lived experiences with future prospects can enliven traditional foresight
exercises.

It is these kinds of discussions which lie behind the 2012 Emerge event. This three day workshop, held at (and organised
by) Arizona State University’s Tempe (Arizona, USA) campus in March 2012, brought together a range of scientists, artists,
futurists, engineers and students in order to experiment with innovative methods for thinking about the future. It was, its
website explains, a:
campus – wide event uniting artists, engineers, bio scientists, social scientists, story – tellers and designers to build,
draw, write and rethink the future of the human species and the environments that we share . . . Emerge aims to
present some of the futures being created in ASU labs and use these as the fuel for reflecting on what kind of future do
we want to make? (ASU, 2012)
As a whole, then, Emerge sought to take cutting-edge contemporary science and technology as a starting point, and to use
this as a trigger for deliberating futures (see Selin, in this issue). It was self-consciously experimental and multi-disciplinary.
While there were relatively few ‘public’ participants, it deliberately drew together scholars and practitioners from across the
sciences, engineering disciplines, arts, and humanities. Emerge can thus be understood as an effort to put into practice recent
prescriptive literature around the necessity of future-oriented debate in technical and scientific development and the
importance of diverse perspectives within deliberative processes. The event involved both larger plenaries (of 100–300
people), smaller, focused workshop strands (each with approximately 20 participants) and an evening of performance art
(with upwards of 1000 people). It began with a plenary which showcased key areas of ASU-based scientific and technological
research; was followed by a day and half of workshop time; and ended with a one day public event which involved both
keynote talks from invited speakers and feedback from the workshops. It is the workshops – of which there were nine, each
utilising a different format – that are the focus of our attention in this article. In its emphasis, through the nine workshops, on
experimenting with new methods for deliberating the future, Emerge offered an opportunity to study a set of diverse future-
oriented engagement practices. Our interest is in describing and analysing these practices, using the different workshop
formats and methods to draw out common themes and contrasts.

We are, as we do this, particularly interested in the non-discursive aspects of these different futuring methods (in the
sense in which discourse is ‘language in use’, rather than any more Foucauldian notion of constitutive practices; Cameron,
2001). We will be attentive to features such as material layouts and flows, the role of emotions, and the ways in which
objects are used by different actors. There are two key reasons for this attention. The first is that Emerge itself was overtly
focused on the hands-on, creative and material: its workshops sought to create ‘‘provocative and evocative stories, games,
performances and objects from which a vision of our future emerges’’ (ASU, 2012). Several of the workshop leaders used
terms such as ‘design fiction’ or ‘diagetic prototypes’ (see Bleecker, 2009; Kirby, 2010) which explicitly focus on the
materiality of potential futures, and the workshops themselves were positioned as exploring not just abstracted trends but
questions such as the kinds of products that the next five years might bring, what everyday life in an Arizona without a
functioning energy infrastructure might feel like, or what objects might emerge in an archaeology of the future. Our
analysis therefore explores what this focus on ‘making’ looked like in practice. Second, the Emerge emphasis on the
materiality of futures is itself part of a broader trend towards future-oriented deliberation that goes ‘beyond discourse’
(Davies, Selin, Gano, & Pereira, 2012). Building on criticisms of deliberation which note the oppressive effects of sole
reliance on ‘reasoned argument’ (Sanders, 1997; Young, 2001), scholars in a number of domains have suggested that there
is a need to incorporate other forms of interaction, such as gossip, storytelling, artistic interventions or drama into
engagement processes (Dryzek, 2000; Sandercock, 1998). Emerge therefore offers an opportunity to study some of these
new methodological techniques in use.

In the rest of this paper we report the results of an event ethnography, in which a team of 11 researchers collaboratively
developed descriptive accounts of the nine Emerge workshops. We start by discussing this methodology, before briefly
describing the methods and progression of each of the nine workshops. This then provides a backdrop that enables us to pull
out some key themes that emerged as we reflected on the role of the non-discursive within Emerge workshops. We close by
discussing the implications of these findings for practice.

2. Studying Emerge: running an event ethnography

This study presented a significant challenge for empirical research. Emerge was a large, multi-sited event, which would be
difficult for a single researcher to thoroughly engage with, and yet we were interested in understanding commonalities that
might emerge across the event with regard to non-discursive features such as emotion, spaces, and objects. We therefore
designed a methodology based on the notion of collaborative event ethnography (Brosius & Campbell, 2010). Taking an
ethnographic approach was important as we wanted to develop a ‘thick description’ (Geertz, 1973) of Emerge, focused on
understanding what happened within different workshop activities and – as far as would be possible – what that meant to
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participants (cf Hannerz, 1992).1 We were interested in the material configurations of workshops and in the behaviours that
occurred within them, but also in the meanings of these within the context of Emerge. Our research therefore needed to
document key workshop behaviours, talk and materialities and to gain some insight into the social meanings constructed
around these. Participant observation (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995) became our key method. Detailed fieldnotes,
alongside sketches, photographs, and found materials (such as literature or presentations provided by workshop leads),
formed the primary data corpus.

The fact that the nine workshops ran in parallel meant that these observations required a team of researchers. Two of us
(Davies and Selin) therefore recruited a team of graduate students as co-researchers. Conducting an ethnography – a
methodology which has traditionally emphasised the role of personal interest and interpretation (Hammersley & Atkinson,
1995) – in this way required careful preparation. How to ensure that the team of 11 researchers observed each workshop in a
broadly similar way, and that the data they collected could be combined within a single analysis? As with other collaborative
ethnographies (Brosius & Campbell, 2010), truly collective (and indeed, deliberative) research was key to our process. Before
Emerge the team of researchers met for two orientation and training sessions, in which the group worked on a number of
exercises (for instance on taking fieldnotes and observing everyday behaviours), discussed the background to future-
oriented deliberation and to studies of materiality, and planned how we would conduct fieldwork. During Emerge we worked
from a shared research plan – a one page summary which outlined the project’s research questions: Q1: What is happening
in this workshop? Q2: What do these actions and behaviours mean to participants? and Q3: What role is the material and
affective playing in shaping the content and outcomes of the workshop?2 All 11 researchers were therefore carrying out
similarly framed research engagements as they took part in the workshops; at the same time, however, the group sought to
share and discuss individual impressions and interests. We were careful to meet regularly throughout the course of Emerge

(in the morning before the first plenary, as well as for an extended discussion over dinner each day after the workshops had
concluded). These meetings – in which we reflected on surprises, frustrations, and emergent features of workshop
behaviours – enabled us both to ‘think’ collectively and to remain open to unexpected patterns in the data which could bear
further attention and analysis by others in the group as they observed other workshops.

3. Describing Emerge: nine workshops in nine paragraphs

Our methods thus enabled us to compile descriptions of what took place within each workshop, including their methods
and chronology. In this section we draw on this data to briefly describe what happened within each workshop.

3.1. Crafting Archaeology from the Future

The Crafting Archaeology from the Future workshop used clay, wood and 3D printing to develop ‘artifacts from the future’.
It progressed through several stages: introductions and warm-up exercises; using clay to mould individually meaningful
objects; the recreation of these objects using ASU Fabrication Lab equipment (including a number of different 3D printers); a
public phase where the objects were taken to Tempe downtown and discussed with passers-by; a final stage of updating and
preparing the objects for display; and the development of a museum plaque for each artifact, which would be included in the
final public presentation. As a whole, then, the workshop sought to imagine – and then construct – what might become
commonplace objects of a 2030 future, and how they might be understood by future generations (Fig. 1).

3.2. Games and Impact

Games and Impact involved a ‘design jam’ around the development of a computer game. Unlike Crafting Archaeology from

the Future, much of the framework for the workshop was already in place: workshop leads emphasised that game designers
would do the leg work, with other participants framing the content and making some design choices. The workshop began
with three game engines, each with a different ‘look’. After extended small group discussion, a decision was made to
structure the game around notions of sustainability, finite material resources, and life cycle analysis; a narrative – involving
the gamer needing to ‘build’ a gift for their girlfriend, taking into account the life cycle of the materials involved – was then
fitted into one of the game engines. As the workshop progressed and the game was developed, there was a steady increase in
the degree of technical skills required and a dropping away of participants without these. The final product was a skeleton
game with an accompanying video walkthrough. This, the public presentation emphasised, was designed to educate players
about responsible consumption.
1 We make use of a relatively loose definition of ethnography, as characteristically involving ‘‘the ethnographer participating, overtly or covertly, in

people’s daily lives for an extended period of time, watching what happens, listening to what is said, asking questions – in fact, collecting whatever data are

available to throw light on the issues that are the focus of the research’’ (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1995, 1). Our study obviously involves engagement with

one very focused aspect of ‘daily life’: researchers acted as participant observers within the nine Emerge workshop strands in a manner that sought to ‘‘throw

light’’ upon the practice and meanings of the activities they incorporate.
2 Throughout the research we used the phrase ‘material and affective’ as a reminder that we were interested in recording and reflecting upon those

aspects of Emerge that went beyond the discursive – those outside of talk, in other words. In practice this kept our attention on the role of, for instance,

objects, rooms and spaces, bodies, emotions, noises, and sounds (see Davies et al., 2012).



Fig. 1. Making objects from clay in the Crafting Archaeology from the Future workshop.
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3.3. Humanist Narratives for Energy

The Humanist Narratives for Energy workshop was one of the more traditional workshops in terms of format: it focused on
scenario planning, and used a standard methodology for doing this (though it also used a graphic recorder – an artist who
sketches illustrations to a conversation, in real time – to track and represent discussion). It began with participant
introductions, before some background information on the purpose of scenario planning (in this case, to explore the
question: how will Arizonans consume and produce energy in 2050?). The ground rules of the process and the rules of
brainstorming were then laid out, as well as the plan for the workshop: participants would identify potential drivers which
could be important in deciding Arizona’s energy future, identify the most significant, and break into groups to explore these,
and their potential outcomes, further. Over the course of the workshop participants eventually selected two main trends as
the most important or impactful, and then plotted these against each other, as two axes on a quadrant, in order to develop the
outlines of four potential futures. The group then split into four smaller groups, each of which focused on one of these futures
in order to fill it out – imagining, for instance, what social, political and economic changes might result from changes in
energy infrastructure. The workshop ended with the groups taking each other on ‘tours’ of the four scenarios thus developed
and reflecting on the implications of the scenarios for policy.

3.4. I Know Where We Stand Game

The I Know Where We Stand Game workshop was, as its title suggests, focused on gaming. The purpose of the
workshop was to bring together the different interests and experiences of the two workshop leads – in the design of
alternate reality games, and technical expertise in embodied learning – in order to test out ideas for what might later
become a fully functional game. It made use of an ‘‘immersive mixed-reality games space’’ (ASU, 2012) in an ASU lab,
and combined this with outdoor activities: after introductions to the technology and to each other within the lab space,
the group broke into three teams, each of which then split members between indoor and outdoor game play. The key
concept, which had been developed by the workshop leads, was for a game built around padlocks hidden in the outside
environment; players searched for, located, and reported these to their indoor teammates, who would then strategically
navigate the game space to activate certain actions, such as getting points or ending a team’s turn. The rest of the
workshop involved collective reflection on how game play could be improved and on the development of a narrative for
the game, with an eventual outline based on a disaster scenario, local knowledge of critical resources, and community
action.
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3.5. Literally Creating the Future

The Literally Creating the Future workshop also began with a strong framework. Its aim was to produce a ‘design fiction’
called ‘Corner Convenience’ – a short film which would showcase everyday products in a near-term future convenience
store. The workshop thus began with an extended brainstorm to identify products which might be commonplace in 2016;
after a list had been developed (or, rather, extended from that which the workshop leads had prepared in advance), the
discussion segued into storyboarding. The group then split into project teams to design and build the different products,
which included panda jerky, mints that incorporated pheromones, and whisky with caffeine. The next day focused on
production. The morning was taken up with filming in a local liquor store, with workshop participants taking roles as
customers and staff. The afternoon saw a dropping away of participants as the workshop leads edited the film into a final
five-minute piece.

3.6. Monumental Performance/The People Who Vanished

This workshop had a name change between its planning and execution: it started as Monumental Performance and
became, by the beginning of Emerge, The People Who Vanished. It began with a rather traditional lecture format: after
introductions, the first day largely consisted of presentations about the concept of design fiction, the workshop leads’
previous projects, and the Hohokam – a Native American people group whose name means ‘the people who vanished’ and
who lived in what is now known as Arizona 2000 years ago. The first day concluded with a broader, whole group discussion
of how to develop a narrative which would pick up on the story of the Hohokam – using them as an exemplar of a civilisation
which vanished without an obvious cause – and relate this to contemporary Phoenix. As with Literally Creating the Future, the
second day was largely devoted to the physical construction of this narrative: the group – led by the workshop leads –
decided to create a story of the workshop’s progress around the discovery of a mysterious symbol which appeared at the
point of a civilisation’s decline and which is now present in Phoenix. During the day, participants split into groups to carry
out activities such as carrying out research, finding and editing images, identifying a physical location to build the symbol,
developing a script for the Saturday presentation, and purchasing materials for the symbol. This Saturday presentation was
(unlike many of the workshops) very clearly the focal point and culmination of the workshop. In it, a number of the workshop
participants led up to the ‘big reveal’ of the presence of the symbol – which had been constructed on ASU’s nearby ‘A’
Mountain – in Phoenix, and thus to create a moment in which it was possible to imagine our own civilisation’s collapse.

3.7. Sci-Fi Prototyping Designing the Future

The Sci-Fi Prototyping workshop also began with a lecture, in this case on science fiction prototyping – a method in which a
fiction (short story, screenplay, or comic book) is developed as a way of exploring an interesting technological and social
question. Again, there was an emphasis on the workshop lead’s previous projects and experience. The group were then set a
task to complete overnight: to come up with an idea for a story which could be turned into a SF prototype the next day. The
following day involved some group work, as participants discussed their ideas in a ‘pitch and dialogue’ process, in which they
presented ideas, asked probing questions, and shared suggestions on how to focus on the key issues. For the most part, these
story ideas were then developed on an individual level, with participants working alone (though one small group
collaborated on a graphic story). The workshop ended with a report out, with each story presented to the rest of the group in
a five-minute pitch.

3.8. Seeing Beyond Ourselves: present as past, speaking to the future

The Seeing Beyond Ourselves workshop aimed to provoke reflection on contemporary culture through looking at the past
and the future. It began with a brainstorm on the past: groups were given the task of researching what 1912 was like and
presenting it to the other groups in a power point show. The three groups then worked on imagining what 2112 would be
like, brainstorming ideas, writing them on sticky notes, and displaying them on a white board. The following day started with
a discussion of these ideas, before moving on to a presentation about ‘distancing’ devices such as an ethnographic pastiche of
US medical culture (see Miner, 1956). The group then prepared for the Saturday presentation, conducting video interviews
with members of the public on their thoughts about the future, taking photographs of everyday objects in a decontextualised
environment, and writing their own ‘letters to the future’. The final products were a book, which contained the photographs
and letters, and a short film made up of the interviews.

3.9. Starting with the Universe: Design Science Now

The Starting with the Universe workshop used a process – ‘design science’ – originally developed by Buckminster Fuller,
and sought to orient participants to a new perspective on the world and on the problems it faces. It used a specific
visualisation tool: an inflatable ‘GeoDome’, within which interactive presentations were given in order to spark thought,
discussion, and questions. Following several presentations within the dome (including a simulated ‘fly-through’ of the entire
universe), the workshop leads guided participants in a process of selecting a problem or question to focus on, identifying
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elements at the core of this issue, and discussing how it might be tackled so as to ensure a more sustainable future. The
workshop therefore involved immersive presentations within the dome, small group discussion, and individual reflection;
by the end, discussion had focused upon three key issues (agency in global issues; the division between science and art; and
the need to address multiple, interconnected issues in educational systems). Unlike some of the other workshops, the public
presentation only weakly reflected these discussions, with the emphasis instead being on the process itself rather than its
results or conclusions.

4. Key themes and findings: what did we learn?

The Emerge workshops clearly showcased a very diverse set of futuring and foresight practices. The workshops varied
along a number of axes, including type of product envisaged and developed (and the degree to which this product was the
focus of the workshop); amount of planning and structure imposed by workshop leads; emphasis on talk and deliberation
rather than making and doing; and relationship with the wider Emerge project and its intellectual commitments (such as to
the ‘design fiction’ concept). Here we want to focus on the group dynamics present in the Emerge workshops – rather than on
the products that emerged from them – and in particular on the role of the non-discursive. We are particularly interested in
the way in which the workshops, as they were carried out, might speak to the debates mentioned in the first section around
the need to use innovative techniques as a means of enabling previously disempowered voices (see Davies et al., 2012;
Davies, Selin, Gano, & Pereira, 2013; Sandercock, 1998; Sanders, 1997). We have six key points we want to make.

Firstly, we observed that flows of materials indicate workshop dynamics. The way in which objects and bodies moved
around the workshop spaces, in other words, can be seen as encoding the practical execution of the workshop process. Take,
for instance, the Sci-Fi Prototyping workshop. Looking at the initial lay-out of the room in which this was held is instructive: a
semi-circle of desks, with chairs pointing towards a ‘front’ where there is a screen, for a PowerPoint presentation, and where
the workshop lead is seated. Nothing in the layout suggests anything other than a lecture or classroom-style presentation.
Later in the workshop the layout and general feel has changed: fieldnotes indicate:
There is a particular kind of material culture here: lots of laptops, paper, sketches. The tables and chairs have been
moved around so that people can sit in groups. Overall there is a ‘war room’ kind of feel.
The group has, at this stage, split up such that people can work individually or through small group discussions – thus the
tables and chairs have been moved and the ‘lecture’ feel disrupted. Something as seemingly banal as tracking room layout – see
Fig. 2 – can, then, give an insight into the progress of the workshop and the way in which participants are working. Similarly, it is
significant that fieldnotes from this workshop emphasise how important laptop use is within it. Most people in the workshop
had their own laptop, and spent time on it; this is coherent both with the lecture stages of the workshop – where participants
Fig. 2. Layout sketches.
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might be expected to be taking notes or, alternatively, doing some multi-tasking via email or browsing – and with the strong
emphasis on individual story development that was present within this workshop. That laptops and other digital devices were
such a dominant feature of the space is indicative both of the workshop’s production of relatively incorporeal products – stories
and screenplays – and of the largely solitary pursuit of this.

Beyond the rather general point that material layout and flows reflects workshop practice, we can also use the ‘clutter’ of
the workshops to give us some insight into how innovative these practices were. It is striking, for instance, how many of the
workshop spaces contained the standard kit of discursive deliberation: sticky notes, flip charts, marker pens, large format
sheets of paper, pencils and pencil cases, white-boards, and presentation screens. This reflects, of course, the rather standard
set of interactional formats that were often drawn on. PowerPoint presentations and lectures; brainstorming; small group
discussion; listing ideas on sticky notes: all of these were heavily used within most of the workshops. While they may, of
course, be combined with other materialities and practices, at least one of the research team was struck by the familiarity of
these resources and the effects of this on the deliberative process, writing in their fieldnotes (on Humanist Narratives for

Energy) that:
. . .perhaps the materials used in this session were too close to materials used in these participants’ day to day life . . .

The process was different and would start to break up a lot of [participants’] thought processes. However, I think that a
bigger shake up, a bigger departure from the tools they knew (sticky notes and easel paper) could have in turn shaken
up their thinking a bit more.
The reliance on very familiar interactional formats such as roundtable introductions or small group brainstorming may
have been inevitable, at least in the early stages of the workshops: the reason that clichéd techniques such as these become
clichés is that they are indeed useful for sharing ideas and smoothing discussion. The extent to which Emerge workshops
drew upon them, however, does suggest that the practices and dynamics of deliberation may not have been disrupted to the
extent that we might expect.

However, these traditional materials and techniques were not the whole story. Many Emerge workshops overtly made use
of technologies and objects which are outside of most participants’ everyday experience – the clay used in Crafting

Archaeology from the Future, for instance, or the high-tech games space of the I Know Where We Stand Game. The second point
we want to make is that these innovative uses of the material and technological offer constraints as well as opportunities. While
they may open deliberation up in new and unexpected directions, they also work to close it down. Our third point is that they
can function to introduce new power dynamics, particularly around technical cadres and new kinds of expert.

Two examples will serve to illustrate these points. The first is the use of the immersive gaming space in the I Know Where

We Stand Game: this, as we briefly outlined above, was part of an ASU lab space and involved cutting edge motion capture
technology. This technology dominated the workshop space, and indeed the entire workshop. The first lines of the fieldnotes
of the researcher embedded in this workshop read:
The studio room is black and dim, but the circle of 19 chairs is well illuminated. Occupying the middle portion of the
room adjacent to the circle of chairs stand the scaffolding and electronics that comprise the SMALLab [Situated
Multimedia Arts Learning Lab].
This ‘‘scaffolding and electronics’’ was an approximately 5 m by 5 m by 5 m open cube, hung about with wiring and
projectors, within which players could interact with ‘nodes’ projected onto the floor (see Fig. 3). The workshop space as a
whole was windowless and dark, and the gaming area, relying as it did on projections, glowed within it. The SMALLab
technology did not only physically dominate the room, though, but fundamentally structured the progress and foci of the
workshop. Ultimately, there was a complex set-up here which it was necessary to make use of; in the discussions around
game narrative and game play that occurred in the second half of the workshop, no one suggested developing a low-tech
board game. The SMALLab equipment was thus a taken-for-granted frame for exploring ways of building a game to think
about the future. As such, it offered certain affordances – for combining indoor and outdoor playful behaviours, for example,
in ways that are not generally possible – but also closed down some game types and lines of development.

To notice this is not to criticise. Our engagement with participants and workshop leads suggests that, for many of those
involved, experimenting with a particular technology or technique was a key motivation for their involvement; in some of
these cases, it was in fact Emerge’s emphasis on the future that acted as a constraint on this experimentation. It is to observe,
however, that any particular technology or tool closes down as much as it opens up. While the discussions and behaviours
enabled may be unusual within the context of deliberation – and with regard to this we might point to the discussion of
Crafting Archaeology From the Future that follows – it is important to notice what is being hidden or made infeasible through
the use of a particular technique. In the case of the I Know Where We Stand Game, for instance, once a decision had been made
by the group to design a game around building community, the question became how to do this using the SMALLab set-up –
rather than how to do this in the most effective way possible.

Techniques and technologies constrain as well as provide new opportunities for deliberation. Beyond this, they also
inject new forms of power based on new forms of expertise. Our second example is of the way in which the progress of
the Games and Impact workshop – which similarly relied on a pre-decided frame, in this case of ‘game engine’ – was
eventually defined by a small cadre of participants with the ability to program. While traditional expertise – political
authority, scientific knowledge, professional seniority – may be disrupted through the kinds of formats Emerge

showcased, new kinds of expertise arise based on who has the ability to actually ‘do stuff’ – program, sculpt, write



Fig. 3. The SMALLab space in use.
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screenplays, or use a 3D printer, for example. As the ethnographer for Games and Impact noted, ‘‘[i]n the end, it’s in the
hands of those who know the craft’’.

This is reflected, within Games and Impact, both in a gradual dropping away of participants – the workshop began with a
group of 21 and ended with five people – and in the dominance, in terms of the pragmatics of actually creating a product, of
those with programming ability (and indeed, in the context of this workshop, of those already associated with the workshop
leads’ research group). In describing the ebbs and flows of participants through the workshop space, fieldnotes for this
workshop observe that:
Also of note is that #16, the main game designer/programmer, is almost completely absent from discussions on Day 2,
as he is hard at work building virtual objects, including a cactus, a Fab Lab, boxes, a pair of shoes, and a female love
interest. He will continue to work on these objects all day, and probably well into the night.
Building these virtual objects requires competencies that most people do not have; their construction, then, can never be
wholly part of a deliberative process. This participant (‘‘#16’’) and the parts of the game he was engaged on were secluded from
the main discussion and – inevitably – this gave him a unique power to shape game decisions. These dynamics were also found
in other workshops, and in particular in those workshops where there was a strong sense of time pressure and of the need to
create a product. Here technical cadres (programmers, film editors, 3D printers, graphic designers) were able – simply by virtue
of the need to get something done – to exercise a high degree of control over workshop progress and final outputs.

Our fourth point also relates to expertise, and the degree to which different kinds of knowledge were voiced within
Emerge workshops: we have found that while it was difficult to enable articulations of the personal or emotional, very hands-on

techniques do seem to help in doing this. Thus, for the most part, workshop participants continued to rely on elite knowledges
such as scientific, technological, and professional expertise (‘‘as a game designer, I know that. . .’’). In Starting with the

Universe: Design Science Now, for instance, there was frequent recourse to professional identities within discussion, with
participants commenting on how the visualisation techniques showcased in the workshop might be useful to them in their
work. Similarly, disciplinary identity was important in Seeing Beyond Ourselves, with participants introducing themselves –
as the ethnographer for that workshop put it – by ‘‘name, affiliation and rank’’. For much of the time, then, the Emerge

workshops were conducted at a level that was professional rather than personal or emotional, with the exchange of jargon,
shop talk and the mobilisation of professional expertise a common occurrence. Here, then, the norms of ‘reasoned argument’
within discursive deliberation have precisely not been disrupted.

There were, however, some exceptions to this. While it is unclear from this data how generalisable this observation is, it
certainly appeared, within Emerge, that those workshops that emphasised very hands-on or immersive approaches were also
those within which more personal or emotional knowledges tended to be expressed. This was particularly the case for the
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Crafting Archaeology from the Future workshop, which very quickly began to encourage relatively unstructured engagement
with playdough and clay: participants were – the fieldnotes from this workshop note – ‘‘mindlessly’’ kneading playdough as
they introduced themselves, and the workshop soon moved on to the crafting of objects from clay with, the workshop lead
suggested, ‘‘no expectations of a product’’. Many of the workshop participants found this a surprisingly profound experience
– one in which, as one participant reported, they had to ‘learn to think with their hands’. The ethnographer for the workshop
described the development of the objects in these terms:
3 Thi

aesthet
Most people included in their description the process that they went through to reach their object, and this appears to
be as important as the object itself to most of the participants. It is clear that for about half, this process was deep and
emotional, and they made very personal and revealing objects. For others, this was an opportunity, and they made
objects that are not possible yet, but could be in the future.
Here, then, direct, unstructured engagement with the clay seemed to enable reflection upon hopes and fears for the future
not just at a societal level (as was the case within the Seeing Beyond Ourselves workshop, for instance), but individually:
participants reflected upon, and were able to express, their desires and the personal experiences that had shaped them,
articulating these both verbally and through the use of the clay. Similar observations emerged from the I Know Where We

Stand Game – in which the relatively intense physical exertion involved in running around the ASU campus to order to play
the game seemed to breed an unusual intimacy and camaraderie – and Starting with the Universe, where the ethnographer
noted the ‘‘mesmerising’’ effects and ‘‘intimacy’’ of the immersive GeoDome. If one of the aims of Emerge was, then, to test
out whether fully embodied modes of engaging with the future enable the expression of different kinds of knowledge and
different modes of deliberative interaction, then certainly the experience of these workshops would suggest that to be the
case.

This is not to suggest, however, that the articulation of diverse perspectives was straightforward. Our fifth point is that
there continued to be little engagement with the overtly political, passionate, or passive. Again, while the workshops certainly
moved away from standard formats of deliberation, it continued to be difficult to enable certain voices, behaviours, and
perspectives.

One instance of this invisibility – of some voices or decisions being rendered closed to debate – took place within the
Seeing Beyond Ourselves workshop. The ethnographer in this group was struck by the way in which, during the ‘production’
phase of the workshop, a group that had been marked by wide-ranging discussion suddenly became closed down around the
workshop lead’s own aesthetic vision for the final product. Thus where much had been conceivable – imaginations of the
future were encouraged to be as ‘wild’ and ‘creative’ as possible, and there was little direction from the workshop leads
around which objects participants should choose to be photographed as artefacts of the present – certain aesthetic choices
were simply not discussed. Thus the researcher reflected, in their fieldnotes, that:
It’s a little strange. [The workshop lead] has a clear idea how these are supposed to be photographed – a little like the
concrete artefacts from the past that we saw earlier – but we have not discussed why openly.
In this case, then, while some decisions regarding the workshop output were fully deliberated, others were not, instead
being taken for granted by all concerned.3 Similarly, many workshops were carried out in a way that rendered the overtly
passionate or political out of place. Subtle interactional norms often developed – connected to the dominance of
‘professional’ talk discussed above – which meant that behaviours such as excessive enthusiasm, concern, emotion, or even
openness were muted. While many workshops emphasised the importance of ‘fun’, and the research team observed
instances of affects such as tension, impatience, boredom, interest, humour and nervousness, a full spectrum of emotion was
never really expressed (we rarely saw, for instance, joy, grief, outrage, dismay, love, or passion). One other missing dimension
is particularly interesting: we observed little space for activities and traits such as quietude, passivity, reflection, and silence.
With a few exceptions, the workshops emphasised the constant production of sound (generally through group discussion);
personal reflection and periods of silence thereby tended to be seen as aberrant – as a problem to be fixed rather than as a
resource.

Again, it is important to note that to report these different absences is not necessarily to criticise. It is unsurprising, for
instance, that a set of processes which sought to collectively imagine and interrogate potential futures should emphasise
discussion and lively conversation. As we noted earlier, however, while such absences and invisibilities are inevitable –
deliberation always closes down certain avenues, even as it opens up others – it is important that they are, as far as possible,
consciously defined. Perhaps a particular future-oriented discussion process is best served by closing down debate on
process whilst opening it up around outcome; or by emphasising rational choice rather than the emotional or creative. But
these should be choices made consciously, and for particular reasons – rather than being taken for granted and thereby
rendered both invisible and unaccountable.

If particular emotions were absent from Emerge workshops, our final point relates to the all-too-present nature of
participants’ physical bodies: it is that embodiment is also a key part of group dynamics. While this may seem commonsensical,
it is important, if we are being attentive to the materiality of deliberation, to acknowledge that participants are comprised
s was likely a conscious decision, resulting from a need for efficiency in a limited time frame and achieved through reliance on the expertise and

ic of the lead.
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not just of minds, or discourses, or even emotions, but also bodies. A surprising quantity of the research group’s fieldnotes is
devoted to noting the effects of this embodiment on workshop progress.

Thus it was clear that, for instance, factors such as the presence – or not – of coffee, the timing of lunch, tiredness and
physical exhaustion, and an ‘afternoon fade’ had a very real impact on the ways in which participants were able to engage
with one another. Workshop leads found it hard to generate enthusiasm at the end of the day; while – as we have already
noted – the relatively intense physical exercise of the I Know Where We Stand Game, in which participants tended to get hot,
sweaty, and tired, was described as being able to generate both energy and a sense of community and camaraderie. Physical
discomfort, even from something as seemingly minor as being in a room with a lot of background noise, was distracting.
When it comes to thinking about the non-discursive within engagement and deliberation, then, tracing the ebbs and flows of
participant energy – as measured by the availability of coffee, perhaps – may be a surprisingly significant factor.

5. Conclusion

The Emerge conference provided a unique opportunity to gain understanding of new formats for deliberation, and we
sought to make the most of this opportunity by studying its nine workshops. In this last section we briefly reflect on, first, our
experience of conducting a ‘collaborative event ethnography’, and, second, the implications of our findings for the further
development and use of techniques for future-oriented deliberation.

The event ethnography made it possible to study the different material engagements assembled within Emerge. What this
collaborative and comparative method made clear was that, despite the differences between workshops, specific effects of
engagement with the material were discernable across the event. The findings we have outlined indicate that it certainly
remains pertinent to study power relations and expertise within more innovative methods for thinking about the future.
Even though the reliance on ‘reasoned argument’ has been removed, enabling multiple voices is not straightforward. At
the same time, the involvement of 11 ethnographers, as well as the temporal limitations of Emerge itself, set some limits to
the depth of the study. While we have proposed ideas as to what is important to take notice of when studying the non-
discursive in deliberative processes, these suggestions need further elaboration. It is, for instance, difficult for us to comment
on the exact relations between the discursive and the non-discursive, or to give detailed accounts of how certain
materialities favour certain forms of participation (or participants).

These limitations aside, we have, despite the use of very different media throughout the workshops, identified
commonalities in the methods employed as well as patterns in the dynamics of the processes themselves. What implications
might these findings have for those planning, or analysing, techniques for future-oriented deliberation?

We have seen that the use of particular materialities can both constrain and provide new opportunities within future-
oriented deliberation. In the Humanist Narratives for Energy workshop, familiar materials (the use of post-its and flip charts)
may not have lent themselves to creative leaps or new styles of thinking, but did enable efficiency in terms of the
time necessary to understand and complete the process. In contrast, Crafting Archaeology from the Future used a less
commonplace medium (clay) that enabled freer exploration of the topic, but seemed to extend the time participants needed
to grasp the purposes of the workshop and to develop outcomes from it. Techniques and technologies may also be used to
delineate the boundaries of deliberation. This was the case in the I Know Where We Stand Game, where it was predetermined
that the group would use the SMALLab, thus shutting down certain lines of game development.

We have been careful to emphasise that to notice these constraints and opportunities does not imply a normative
judgement concerning them: we have no position on whether it is ‘better’ to enable a freer deliberative discussion, or a more
time efficient one. Our suggestion is instead that overt reflection on the effects of particular materials, tools and techniques is
important within practice. Innovation of these future-oriented methods, in other words, is not useful in and of itself, and in
any and every context. What will particular tools do, and how does this relate to desired outcomes? Where does deliberation
need to be opened up, and when should it be closed down, and how can particular materials aid in this? Is the aim of a
particular engagement to explore the affordances of a particular technology – such as the SMALLab – or enable particular
voices (or both)? Asking such questions will ensure that the constraints of any format are made explicit.

Expertise was also a key feature to emerge from our analysis. Different processes may favour certain types of expertise
over others, or create more or less hierarchical structures of engagement. This was apparent in the Games and Impact

workshop, in which programmers took a very strong lead due to the technical skills necessary to create a computer game.
Crafting Archaeology from the Future, on the other hand, seemed to function with a relatively flat hierarchy. A desired outcome
that is more technical in nature may favour technical expertise, just as a desired creative outcome may favour those with
creative or aesthetic knowledges. Here, again, the implication we want to draw is the importance of making these hierarchies
explicit, and of acknowledging the limitations of highly technical techniques for collaboration. In both the Games and Impact

and Literally Creating the Future workshops technical cadres emerged (for instance in conjunction with programming and
video editing) whose decisions were unquestioned because they were hidden within these expert tasks. Such hierarchies are
likely inevitable. But, again, reflection on them is valuable.

In sum, we have presented snapshots of nine different futuring methods, gathered through an event ethnography of the
Emerge event in March 2012, and offered some reflections on the way in which these innovative methods were articulated
through particular material configurations. We have suggested that new tools and techniques certainly offer new
opportunities for future-oriented deliberation, but that they also entail constraints and hierarchies. Further research and
practice will continue to explore these dynamics.
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